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; ; ; July 4 to 24 days, Nike "all-weather combat training camp" will be the first landing in Shanghai, Chengdu, Guangzhou, Wuhan,
Nanjing, Hangzhou; August 4 to 24 Day, will take place in Beijing, Shenyang, Harbin and Xi'an. Among them, Guangzhou Nike "all-
weather combat training camp" will take place at the Tianhe Sports Center, Nike basketball park. 

; ; ; Nike, Inc. yesterday announced Kobe Bryant will be invited to six Asian cities with the young fans were interactive activities. July
21, Bryant will arrive in Manila to Singapore on July 22, July 23 to Chinese Taipei, July 24 to Hong Kong, China, July 25 arrived in
Shanghai on July 26 arrived in Chengdu. 

; ; ; at the beginning of this year before the Asian Tour, Bryant will attend an important event - local time on July 7, a generation of the
King of Pop Michael Jackson's funeral will be Los Angeles Staples Center, Bryant will serve as a special guest to attend the funeral.
"When his" Thriller "album sold 65 million, I also bought." Bryant said, "was invited to attend his funeral for me is a great honor."
; ; ; when Chinese shoes Network February 22 News, recently, at Yiwu Inspection and Quarantine staff spot inspection of a
warehouse and seized a batch of counterfeit Nike (NIKE) of leather shoes, a total of 230 boxes , 5520 pairs, the value of 25,800
yuan. 

; ; ; After investigation, the goods from foreign customers purchasing from the market, for export to Norway. At present, Yiwu Bureau
according to "Import and Export Commodity Inspection Law" stipulates that on-site storage of goods, and will be investigated and
punished according to the relevant legal requirements. 

; ; ; At present, Yiwu market, export quality has been significantly improved, but some manufacturers and market dealers due to the
lack of appropriate intellectual property rights, origin protection awareness, blindly obey foreign customers, Buyer of unscrupulous
requirements for processing. Once the goods for export, it will seriously affect China's export reputation. 

; ; ; to this end, Yiwu will continue to ensure the quality and safety of goods as the focus of work this year, to increase market
purchases of export commodities inspection to ensure efforts to crack down on counterfeiting and other behavior. The council will
further joint industry and commerce, customs and other departments to strengthen the property market dealers, origin protection
awareness education and policy advocacy, raise awareness of quality and safety responsibility spout body, effectively reduce
counterfeit goods out of the country, maintaining the Yiwu market purchases of export commodities reputation .
AEROLOFT Aeroloft Nike 2013 winter down vest Nike down vest 2013 winter Aeroloft
fluffy down 800 for the runners warm effect and lead to better performance. Nike Aeroloft technology in light and warm at the same
time ensure effective heat dissipation. According to the body structure arranged warm design, the necessary parts of the body to
provide maximum warmth. 
Fabric Properties 

1. bodice: 100% polyester Fangsi strong durable nylon fabric and can wind. 
2. shoulder and the outer collar: Sweat's Dri-FIT stretch mesh weaving and further improve permeability. 
3. inner collar: 100% polyester knitted fabrics for the skin to provide comfort. 
4. Fill: fluffy down 800 with a high amount of cashmere, and has high elasticity and high compressibility characteristics, as runners
warm effect and lead to better performance. 
design: 

5. Nike Aeroloft technology are the main features of the transformation of thermal bonding isolation structure with laser perforation, it
is possible to enhance the cooling effect of warm light simultaneously. 
6. arrangement constructed in accordance with human warmth designed to ensure maximum flexibility runners activities, and to
maintain optimum body temperature. 
7. front full zipper design, easy to wear off. 
8. back with a zipper pocket containing compressed design, easy to carry items runners while running. Hand rope design allows
runners in the running to take things easy. 
9. armhole stretch elastic design provides comfort for the runners. 
10. Neck stretch tape printed with trademark Nike Running, and durability. 
11. Reflective elements ensure runners visible in low light conditions.
Nike announced a business model the company's next phase to be executed, including the adjustment of its operations, in order to
highlight the consumer focus of the innovative products to market faster. This adjustment will improve organizational efficiency, could
lead to four percent of employees were clipped. Nike employs nearly 35,000 people worldwide 

Two years ago, we decided to Nike brand Nike corporate restructuring, the formation of global sales channels, today announced a
strategic advance, it will help the company closer to consumers, reduce management personnel, increase efficiency, improve
products for the global market faster. As part of this goal, the company will review its entire supply chain, from retail sourcing base, to
ensure that the company with the best posture to enhance the consumer experience on the market. 

Nike president and CEO Mark Parker said Nike brand strength, as well as a diversified portfolio of Nike Nike will continue to be the
company's competitive strength. Given the current economic environment, it is more important than ever strategy, companies need to
highlight consumer focus, through product innovation and brand management, is the largest manufacturer of consumer choice. Make
layoffs difficult decision, but the decision to make the company's business in a more favorable position, the company can continue
long-term profitability and growth. 

The company expects to complete its review by the end of this fiscal or reorganization. After consultations between the company and



union representatives in accordance with local law, in order to know what time which sales outlets eliminated.
; BEIJING, April 10 electricity "Zaobao" quoted the Associated Press reported that the German sporting goods maker Adidas /
Adidas sports shoes on a human head Asians attracted strong criticism from the United States, they The picture refers to vilify
Asians. 
; ; ; This is a limited production of sports shoes, Adidas is the result of collaboration with the San Francisco HUF clothing, shoes
demonize Asian avatar is a fictional image - "Ray Fong", Avatar askance, fangs, and there is a pig nose, a pair of shoes says a big
"Fong" word. 
Avatar is the author of well-known San Francisco graffiti creator McGee (Barry McGee). 
San Francisco Chinese Association for the Rights (Chinese for Affirmative Action) Executive President ����ɭ Hunter said: "In times
like today, even with such an image from such a large-scale and international companies in Adidas, called people sad and
disturbing. "

Since this limited production of 1,000 pairs of shoes to market, critical voices began to appear on the Internet. This shoe is priced at
205 euros per pair. 
Adidas spokesman claimed that the company "appreciate the works of any self-expression" and "has no intention to offend any
person or group." 
HUF owners �շ��ɽܶ� said criticism of the language that appears on the Internet, but is the "Internet rubbish." 
He said: "They should first find information speak again." This is because McGee's painting had to express their anti-racist ideology. 
However, Washington American justice center (American Justice Center) of ������ said: "Take a Chinese face printed on the
sneakers, has made it lose that layer of meaning." 
;
the famous British brand Martens Dr. (Martin), since the birth of the birth of 1960, has been popular for more than fifty years,
throughout this brilliant history, Martens Dr. has been a number of rebels, times and personality of the crowd to accept and
subversion. They gave the Martens Dr. never compromise. The skinheads (Skinheads) style has been deeply influence us. Recently,
Dr. Martens released a named "spirit of 69", with skinheads for the theme of the 2014 autumn series modelling collocation lookbook.
To restore the 70s skinhead sign of wear take shape, showing Dr. Martens fall 2014 of the new shoes, exhibit a rough mad and
tenacious hardcore style. Interested friends may wish to pay more attention to this. 

/>

Shell toe sports shoes have been and still are popular used objects in the sneaker fans, first of all is the adidas originals of the super
star, retro feeling talented! The so-called turnip green vegetables each has his likes and dislikes, people love retro, of course, there
are people love flowers fresh skillful, if too super star retro feel heavy, and fashion taste and insufficient, for such a requirement
actually have many other shell toe, bape is one of them. STA QUICK, Adidas Super Originals BAPE Shell Star Toe improved style,
with a magic stick to replace the details of the shoe, but also to join the well-known STAR BAPE logo, wash away the retro feel, but
more than a Originals Adidas in the tide of brand. BAPE recently re launched 1ST CAMO version of the classic camouflage, jointly
issued a white, interested fans may wish to ape. 

; 



source: BAPE
Wade 

Dwayne Wade Devin will hold a grand private birthday party on a yacht on the yacht this year, while Li-Ning offers a pair of Way of
Wade Li-Ning 2 "Birthday"". This double run way of Wade 2 "Birthday" on the face of the shoe is littered with stunning black and white
pattern and the pattern with a 3M reflective finish, in the tongue of the underlying, also mark and bottom edge has a golden outline
and in black on the bottom of the golden ink decoration, other lining on the transparent bottom ice has a very elegant design
appearance. This double Way of Wade Li-Ning 2 "Birthday" will be released in succession to limit the debut, want to be included in
the shoes fans can get attention. 
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